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ABSTRACT 

Popular science articles in the reader for elementary grades mainly 
describe scientific sources, the activities of historical figures, their 
great discoveries or scientific and technological achievements in 
many areas that are considered necessary for students' knowledge, in 
accordance with students' understanding. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

Society in development young generation education 
separately importance occupation is enough In this 
first of all, the school initial class to students, 
including reading to his books attention important 
role plays. Independence years to education being 
given attention to the future attention state program 
level raised to recognition worthy _ Current in the 
day in education developed countries from 
experiences in use. The textbook is also new new 
descendants publication will continue. News 
education to the process take access and current reach 
today 's teachers task is considered Reading lessons 
environment, human _ _ relations, homeland the past 
and present of the day and present of the day life in it 
of people place about students knowledge expands 
worldviews _ formation, spiritual and moral 
education big effect shows. As a result in students 
positive - moral adjectives form begins, patriotism, to 
the motherland love, humanity feelings develops. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Popular science article and texts expression each one 
in class to himself special to interpretation have _ 
Scientific - popular articles in learning pedagogical of 
technologies all interactive methods wide use can _ 
Only in this social reality, social _ in life present 
responsibility feeling advantage. According to the 
data updated and replaced to go out of consideration 
soot not to do necessary _ Scientific - popular text 
and articles students from youth to time equal, 
scientific - social important have current topics in 
their understanding important role plays. Various in 
the subject scientific - popular texts and articles now 
initial class students in class study, to him creative 
relationship report, analysis to do used to Reading 1-
4th grade in his books scientific - popular text and 
articles topic content more and more increased is 
going. 

Start drinking in education mother of the language 
task of the child speech skills the norm based on from 
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forming consists of Of this for in the child the idea to 
express qualification increase, dictionary unity 
reserve by multiplying go, words mutually to attach, 
to make a sentence to teach and that's it with together, 
own his opinion written in the form right to write 
from teaching consists of. Primary class reading in 
textbooks scientific popular text and articles through 
in students artistic aesthetic pleasure wakes up. Like 
this in articles thought to the child fast effect does _ 
Reading in his books scientific - popular text and 
articles in the student thinking harvest of doing main 
expression is considered 

Popular science articles from teaching main purpose: 
to students nature, people work and social life about 
certain knowledge, children book with independent to 
work and in it sure knowledge to get to get from 
teaching consists of Initial class reading in his books 
scientific popular in articles basically of students to 
know necessary calculated scientific sources, 
historical persons life their activity _ great discoveries 
or many in the fields achieved science and technique 
achievements students to the concept according to 
statement will be done. Initial class reading in his 
books popular science articles each one class o 
students young feature looking different topic in the 
form of reflection is enough Such articles each one 
class of students young feature looking different topic 
in the form of reflection is enough Such articles 
theoretical data, clear scientific sources based on to 
the students according to story will be done, historical 
person or reality _ about social in life important 
events about in observation conducted, instructive, 
educational a lesson task passes. Initial class it 's 
winter in his books historical persons, great scholars 
about separately of subjects dedicated attention 
deserves of course With that this in textbooks initial 
class of students young scope based on different kind 
of to topics about articles separately important have _ 
In this in textbooks given nature to the topic 
dedicated articles initial class students in nature 
events, seasons exchange to our country come in 
coming each one of the season to himself 
characteristic, then held holidays is explained. 

Initial class reading _ books while own essence 
attention with student to education service does _ 
Including scientific _ popular text and articles also 
theoretical through information, scientific 
observations statement is done, and in the student 
artistic aesthetic pleasure wakes up. Such in articles 
thought to the child fast effect is important _ events, 
life evidence, mature historical persons about 
thoughts, narration and proverbs young generation 
thinking to form basis will be Historical in the subject 
articles to him suitable pictures with tie teaching 

people before happy life for, own their lives improve 
for how that they fought understand to reach help 
gives _ Initial class reading in his books of students 
the most first of all, scientific and popular articles 
reading skill harvest to do necessary _ Also they _ 
read articles about in observation management, social 
current topics essence understanding to the goal 
according to. 

III. CONCLUSION  

Scientific - popular works reading, own in turn, 
important and to himself special activity type is 
considered In this of students knowledge and 
worldview expands, diary to life active relationship 
wakes up in students wide comprehensive, worldview 
formation, historical to events right relationship to 
report educates. Our country great the past of our 
ancestors Homeland and people for sacrifices about 
scientific popular articles to the students educational a 
lesson gave _ Initial class reading of books new in 
publications to himself special from the features one 
them popular science text and of articles many is 
given. Including independence, heroes of the country 
great, scholars, and of our spirituality their roots 
determiner current in the subject social important 
have articles young generation in his worldview to 
himself special turning makes, That is, their thought, 
world enrichment, intensity with progressive doing to 
our motherland relatively pride - pride to wake up the 
ground prepares _ Grade 1-4 mother language and 
reading literacy in textbooks popular science articles 
theme, expression, social, life or scientific sources 
based on to what is written according to mutual the 
difference is the essence one _ Students social and 
scientific knowledge increase _ Also 1-4 graders all 
45 scientific and popular _ text and articles read they 
are and to them separated lesson so much per hour the 
amount organize is enough. 
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